ERLEBNISFÜHRER
rund um dem Inselberg

Project by Paula from Spain
Rennsteighaus

Rest on the track

No matter if you hike, go skiing or cycle, a stopover at the new rest house is worth it to see. At the rustic snack cottage there are “Bratwurst” and “Brätel”, and at the “Rennsteighaus” you can refresh and have a rest. With your guest card you receive a discount of 0,50 € in the parking fee.
Ausleihstation

When the car’s trunk is too small

Whether cross country ski, backpack bag or wagon; the rental station is prepared for all kind of costumers’ wishes and desires. Suitable hiking and tail maps are given at the rental station.

With the guest card you can receive a 50% of discount with the rental.
Waldschwimmbad

Relax the railways in the swimming pool.

(From July to August; every day from 10 am to 7 pm.)
The swimming baths in the woods are placed in an idyllic valley of Tambach-Dietharz. The three pools are filled with crystal clear water from the fountain.

With the guest card you can receive 2,00 € of discount if you buy a whole day’s ticket.
... And the old wood process made in Tambach yesterday and today

(From May to October; Wednesdays at 10 am.) Initially, there were 13 sawmills in total. The centerpiece of the sawmills technical museums, is an old gate of the 1934, which is put into functionality in order to guide and orientate.

With the guest card you can receive 2,50 € of discount for a guided tour.
Führung Alte Tambacher Talsperre

Architecture in the middle of the lush nature

(From May to October; Sundays at 10 am.)
The old “Tambacher” reservoir is the oldest dam and it was built over a century ago from porphyry bricks and stones.

With the guest card you can receive 2,00 € of discount for a guided tour.
Minigolfplatz

Fun for everyone

(From April to October - all day if the weather is appropriate.) At “Landhaus Falkenstein” you can play on an 18-hole course of various levels of difficulty. After all, you can take a rest in the garden with some refreshment.

Minigolf is totally free with the guest card.
Faszination Altensteiner Höhle

The oldest cave in Thüringen

It is an active river cave and it’s placed below the old stones parks. You can find the bear caves or discover the unique boat’s pier close to the lake and get to know the fascinating geological world.

With the guest card you will receive 10 % of discount in the admission charge.
Tabbs Aqua - Alles unter einem Dach!

The water adventure world leaves nothing to be desired with 1400 square meters of water surface. There, you will find a 25 meter lap pool, an adventure pool and a children pool. There are water attractions with tube slides, huge fountains and an outdoor pool area too. Our swimming courses for children must be also highlighted.

With the guest card you can receive a discount in the admission charge.
**Aussichtsturm Großer Inselberg**

With the 23 meter high observation tower, the “Große Inselberg” moved a little closer to the clouds. At this height, the view can wander far: to “Ettersberg” at Weimar. On top of that, in the observation tower you can find two interesting exhibition rooms as well as the highest located weddings room.

The tower is opened every day from 10 am to 4 pm.
Trusetaler Wasserfall

The 58 meter waterfall is placed over 228 accessible steps. Once you reach the top, a circular trail leads you to the origin of the artificially created structure. Enjoy the nature at the idyllic waterfalls!

With the guest card you can receive 1,00 € of discount in the admission charge.
Zwergen-Park Trusetal

The “Zwergen-Park” is a 5,000 m² lovingly landscaped garden. You will have a ride on the tourist train, play golf in the “Zwergen-Golf”, look around in the shops and visit the dwarf museum.

With the guest card you can receive 1,00 € of discount in the admission charge.
Inselsberg-Funpark

Thüringens spectacular amusement park offers different leisure attractions: summer slides, zip lines, and many other gaming machines and areas. For the physical well, is provided in the panoramic barbeque at the play barn.
Freizeitbad Finsterbergen

The “Freizeitbad Finsterbergen” is placed in an idyllic setting with different opportunities for Sport and adventures – a beach volleyball area, table tennis and minigolf. Opening hours: from June to August.

With the guest card you can receive a discount of 0,50 €.
Marienglashöhle

The gypsum crystal cave in the “Marienglashöhle” was discovered in the 1778 and it is known as the most beautiful and big of Europe. The mine is opened the whole year round. From April to October (10am - 5pm); from November to March (10am - 4pm).

With the guest card you can receive a discount of 1,50 €.
Kahnstation am Hammerteiich

Whether rowing or pedal boating- on the idyllic Hammerteiich in Georgenthal you must decide and save 0,50 € at all rates with your guest card.
Eisbahn Waltershausen

With your guest card you can save 1,00 € per adult, and 0,50 € per child when purchasing a ticket. The normal price without discounts is 3,00 € per adult and 2,00 € per child.
DKB SKISPORT HALLE Oberhof

Winter. Whenever you want. There are perfect cross-country skiing conditions with a constant temperature of 4 grads in the three different round courses. Skis and poles can be rented on site.

With the guest card you can receive a 10 % discount in all the different rates.

With the guest card you can save up to 5,00 € in the indoor ski guide.
Rennsteiggarten Oberhof

From April to October, you can discover about 4,000 different plants from the mountains of Europe, Asia, America, New Zealand and the Arctic region. The annual highlights are the herbal days, the blossom festival and the autumn festival. Several children’s play areas are spread throughout the garden.

With the guest card you can receive a discount of 1,00 € in the admission charge.
EXCURSION TIPS
Viba Nougat-Welt Schmalkalden

Restaurant

Unwind with a unique atmosphere in the restaurant: breakfast - lunch - café time or in the evening - overlooking the park.

Mediterranean, home-made dishes such as soups, salads, pasta, meat and fish from local territories and seasonal dishes are freshly prepared in the well-visible show kitchen.

Mitmachkurse

We would like to share our passion for nougat and chocolate. In a cordial atmosphere, you can not only enjoy numerous handmade chocolate, but also learn tips and tricks about the confectionery.
Tropfsteinhöhle Kittelsthal (bei Ruhla)

The show cave was discovered by miners in 1888 and opened to the public in 1896. In 1968 it was and in 1992 after reconstruction opened again for visitors.

In the cave are stalagmites and stalactites to admire.

Guide this uniqueness of nature with a guided tour where you must overcome 228 steps. A jacket is highly recommended as the temperature under the cave is very low.
Tierpark Gotha

Anyone who wants to immerse themselves in the world of animals in the city that was once a ducal seat should take a trip to Gotha’s zoo. Not far from the city centre and surrounded by forests and hiking trails, it offers a home to more than 850 animals who are just waiting to be discovered by you.

The café run by the Gotha zoo support association invites you to take a little break in between over food and drink.
Lohmühle - Gasthaus, Museum, Freigelände...

Our guest house welcomes you with a warm and friendly atmosphere.

Das Traditionsmuseum

Old tools are at hand, as if the journeymen were sitting at Apfelstädt for lunch. A basket was begun to braid, a back hollow stands to dry on the wall and the fur of the fox has just been stretched on the board... You can explore the museum with or without a guided tour with a personal conversation to learn how it all began, see what has become of it and last but not least listen to what we are planning...
Erlebnispark Meeresaquarium Zella-Mehlis

Immerse yourself in the colorful underwater world of the tropical oceans in our marine aquarium and be enchanted by the unique beauty of bizarre corals, sea anemones, reptile sharks and unique fish.

In the Meeresaquarium, visit a 1,000,000 liter shark pond unique in Thuringia, where lemon sharks, nurse sharks, sand tiger sharks and bull sharks romp about.

The staff of the restaurant „aquamaehlis“ in our house looks forward to your visit.
Mini-a-thür - Freizeitpark in Ruhla

Visit us in our special Thüringen!! It is 18,000 square meters and in 1:25 scale. Detailed models Thüringian buildings will amaze you and lovingly designed everyday scenes make the model world seem almost real and should make you curious about more Thuringia.

If your feet are tired from the walk or you love it more quickly, then take the train, the summer toboggan run. At a top speed of 40 km/h, a difference in altitude of 111 meters is a thrilling experience.